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Introduction
Automotive OEMs are racing to grab a share of the
autonomous vehicle market, potentially a $7 trillion
economic opportunity by 20501. Yet as this race
becomes crowded with more entrants and ever more
feature-rich and “smarter” technology, the industry is
trading ambitious marketing claims and release schedules for caution to ensure the safety of the systems they
develop before mass deployment. To embrace safety
while still innovating and driving autonomous vehicles
to the mainstream, companies need a way to verify and
validate the functionality and reliability of the electronic
systems that make up a vehicle. Validating these systems requires many years if not decades of testing in
every environmental condition imaginable. Doing this
requires a virtual solution.
Siemens mission in the automotive sector is to help its
automotive customers – OEMs, suppliers and startups –
transition to mass production of autonomous vehicles
to seize a share of that potential $7 trillion market
opportunity, which Forbes suggested might well be an
underestimated. With Siemens’ autonomous vehicle
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development environment, OEMs can more efficiently
and holistically design, manufacture and test the highlyadvanced, integrated systems that compose autonomous vehicles.
Siemens PLM offers OEMs the means to rapidly design
and exhaustively test the many nested systems in an
autonomous vehicle from ICs to ECUs and EE networks
to overall vehicle design, which ultimately entails bridging electrical and mechanical domains. By developing a
digital twin of all the advanced integrated vehicle systems, OEM customers can rapidly yet thoroughly test
and refine their vehicle’s design before production,
saving design cycles and catching flaws that might
otherwise create liability issues.
In this white paper, we’ll look at the challenges in system-level validation and verification at the ECU/subsystem/system and vehicle design levels. An upcoming
white paper will take a closer look at the challenges at
the integrated circuit level.
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Role of simulation on the
road to commercially viable
autonomous driving
A mid-range automobile today includes hundreds of
electronic systems. The number and complexity of these
systems are increasing with each new generation of
vehicles. These systems not only have to be highly
reliable running on their own but must work in the
context of the entire vehicle and also be relatively
future-proof as the industry continues to move toward
smart cities and highways, and of course level 5 autonomous driving where vehicles communicate with other
vehicles (V2V) and infrastructure (V2I). Akio Toyoda,
Toyota’s president (and grandson of the company’s
founder), says2 it will take 14.2B km of testing, including simulation, to prove autonomous vehicle are safe.
How many miles does your car have on the odometer?
Automotive suppliers and OEMs must test these electronic systems at all levels – component, ECU/system
and vehicle system-of-systems – before deployment.
The problem is even more complex if you take into
account the many various configurations an OEM will
offer in their product lines and where the systems reside
in a vehicle (often near the engine block or close to
something that vibrates). Matters are more complicated
still by the need to test all automobile systems in every
possible driving condition, including varying and
extreme weather conditions and even different driving
styles. And eventually these systems must be tested
in the context of connections to other vehicles
and infrastructure. So how do you sufficiently test
these systems?
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The answer is test them at a highly accelerated rate in
a virtual environment. More specifically, build a digital
twin of each system and run simulated tests of them
individually and as an integrated whole – before building and testing them in the physical world. How is
this done?
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Challenges in sensor modeling
Self-driving cars require a vast array of sensors to serve
as their eyes and ears. Today, a regular vehicle (nonautonomous, with perhaps a handful of driver-assist
features) has anywhere from 60 to 100 onboard sensors, and that number will only increase as cars get
“smarter.” Perhaps that is why BCC Research predicts
that the global market for automotive sensors will reach
$43.3 billion by 2021, up from $26.3 billion in 2016.
Among all of these sensors, three types stand out as
must-haves for autonomous driving – LIDAR (Light
Detection and Ranging), radar and image cameras (see
Figure 1).
No one type of sensor can fulfill all the functionality
requirements in all weather and light conditions.
Therefore, most companies are pursuing a combination
of these sensors to create a 360-degree vision around
the vehicle. LIDAR uses light in the form of a pulsed

laser to measure ranges with extreme accuracy. Radar is
used for the detection and tracking of objects – for
example, understanding the velocity and direction of
the car as well as the range to angle of objects. While
radar doesn’t provide the granularity of LIDAR, it is
complementary by working well in adverse weather
conditions. For autonomous driving, you really need
both. (Elon Musk is a notable outlier here, pursuing full
autonomy at Tesla with only cameras, radar and ultrasonic sensors.)
Camera sensor technologies are used to capture the
texture, color and contrast information needed for
image recognition. Cameras are the leading technology
for classification of objects both inside and outside of
the vehicle. A number of companies are using cameras
with radar (but not LIDAR) in their self-driving cars.

Application

Solution type
Vision

Adaptive front lighting (AFL)
Traffic sign regcognition (TSR)

•

Night vision (NV)

•
•
•

Adaptive cruise control (ACC)
Lane departure warning (LDW)
Low speed ACC
Emergency brake assist (EBA)
Lane keep support (LKS)
Pedestrian detection
Blind spot detection (BSD)
Rear collision warning (RCW)
Lane change assist (LCA)
Park assist (PA)
Camera monitor systems (CMS)

Infrared/
Thermal

Long-range
radar

Short-/
Mid-range
radar

LIDAR

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Figure 1: Vision cameras, radar and LIDAR systems will be key components for autonomous vehicles.
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Design goals for LIDAR systems, radars and cameras are
largely centered on size and cost reduction without
sacrificing the resolution and range requirements necessary to support various levels of vehicle autonomy.
Additionally, when integrated these sensors must function reliably in an automotive environment and in allweather conditions.
However, desired design goals like shrinking form factors and consolidating functionality for signal processing may result in unwanted heat buildup that will detrimentally impact sensor performance and reliability. The
likelihood of these unwelcome effects may deter sensor
size (and cost) reduction efforts critical to eventual
Level 4/5 vehicles. Reliable estimation of sensor thermal
behavior can help hardware engineers to achieve the
desired size (and therefore cost) reduction. Undertaking
thermally-conscious design for sensor electronics and
their enclosures, while taking into account their vehicle
integration locations, achieves desired size (and cost)
reductions without jeopardizing sensor life due to undesired hotspots. Figure 2 shows the necessity for reliable
thermal simulation of autonomous vehicle LIDAR design
and accounting for its vehicle integration location from
an early stage of design/prototyping.
Solid-state LIDAR integration in headlights may also
pose additional challenges to LIDAR thermal footprint
and may impact LIDAR performance with headlight
fogging or icing. FloEFD™, with its design-centric headlight design simulation capabilities, enables LIDAR and
headlight vendors to address these specific yet unique
challenges.
Similarly, for vision sensors, especially cameras, heat
buildup can cause pixel darkening that results in poor
image quality. The increased signal processing requirements on multifunction electronics can increase the
temperature that can further impact power consumption. The end result could negatively affect sensor output quality and reliability of the data.
Due to the criticality of autonomous vehicle sensors
operations, sensor electronics design must also ensure
signal integrity. Electromagnetic interference is a big
challenge for radars. As part of Siemens’ autonomous
vehicle development environment, Mentor’s
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Figure 2: FloTHERM XT CAD-embedded thermal simulation of a rotating
lidar mounted on a vehicle. The vehicle is moving at 10m/s and the
ambient temperature is 25oC.

HyperLynx® coupled with Xpedition® AMS enables
engineers to design the electronics with necessary
considerations for power integrity and electromagnetic
compatibility. With such tools, design teams can optimize the ECU bus structure and signal frequency to
ensure maximum robustness for electromagnetic compatibility (EMC).
As mentioned, all of these sensor technologies are
needed to enable autonomous driving. But in addition
to the speed of objects and the distance between them,
smart vehicles must decide on the most energy efficient
and safest path to its destination. This leads us to data
processing considerations and how these systems are
connected and tested in the context of the larger vehicles and the many environments in which they will
operate.
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Making smart vehicles smarter –
Challenges in environment and traffic
scenario modeling
Currently, many vehicles with ADAS capabilities use
relatively simple computers operating at low clock
speeds with limited memory to run fairly simple code.
Most of the sensor modules contain 8-16 bit processors
that perform calculations on the raw data before passing some of that processed data onto high-end systems
like collision control, cruise control and so on. This sort
of distributed computing architecture, where data processing happens at each sensor node, is problematic as
it introduces latency during transfer of safety-critical
information, increases cost and power consumption.
Citing data from powertrain supplier, BorgWarner Inc.,
an October 11 Bloomberg article3 noted that “…selfdriving technology is a huge power drain. Some of
today’s prototypes for fully autonomous systems consume two to four kilowatts of electricity – the equivalent of having 50 to 100 laptops continuously running
in the trunk.”
Indeed because of such excessive power demands and
overall system complexity, distributed architectures are
inefficient and do not scale up well to fully driverless
Level 5 automated driving.

FASTER

Lower latency of
data transfer
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DRS360 hardware includes the Xilinx Zynq FPGA for raw
data fusion, an SOC for ADAS and automated driving
functions, and an MCU (such as Infineon’s safety microcontroller) to handle data at the vehicle network gateway. The SoC can be either ARM- or x86-based and the
core algorithms can be modified and combined with
software from carmakers, suppliers and other vendors.
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Mentor’s algorithm does just that. DRS360 combines
sensor data, which comes in different types/formats
(2D, 3D, ADC, etc.) and at varying frame rates, into one
time- and spatially-synced view of the car’s surrounding
environment, one that includes information on spatial
location, velocity and nearby objects. The efficiency of
the software, for which Mentor has filed more than
dozen patents and counting, is aided by its application
of neural networking, which caps power consumption
at 100 watts and may in fact go lower.
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Most agree that when Level 5 vehicles arrive en masse,
the computing guts will in general give all missioncritical automated driving systems access to the same,
complete data set.

Actuators

LOWER COST

No data processing
at edge node

Figure 3: DRS360, built to centrally
process sensor data, dramatically
drives down system cost, latency
and power consumption.
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And the system is designed to scale; the advantage of
minimizing edge node processing only grows more
apparent as the number of sensors around the vehicle
proliferates. “[T]here comes a tipping point when fitment is so ubiquitous that centralization could bring
advantages in terms of cost, performance, innovation
and differentiation,” said Ian Riches, director of automotive electronics for Strategy Analytics, in an April 4,
2017 story4 on Mentor’s product in IEEE Spectrum.
There is an additional benefit to a centralized system,
namely, improved emulation for OEMs on prototype
development and production units. Mentor’s platform is
also likely to emerge as useful in running the vast
number.
And that entire smarter fused sensor system will need
to be tested in real-world scenarios. Another part of the
Siemens autonomous vehicle development environment is the TASS International PreScan environment,
which enables customers to simulate various driving
scenarios the sensor system will encounter and test and
refine the sensor system until it is robust, with an assist

from DRS360. The PreScan-DRS360 simulation offering
was announced in spring 2018.
PreScan produces highly realistic, physics-based simulated raw sensor data for an unlimited number of potential driving scenarios, traffic situations and other parameters. The data from PreScan’s simulated LIDAR, radar
and camera sensors are then fed into DRS360, where it
is fused in real time to create a high-resolution model of
the vehicle’s environment and driving conditions.
Customers can then leverage the DRS360 platform’s
superior perception resolution and high-performance
processing to test and refine proprietary algorithms for
critical tasks such as object recognition and driving
policy. Ultimately, this tool combination will be coupled
with Teamcenter® and Polarion® software for use in
broader PLM and requirements management contexts.
“We do believe that in the end, you can account for
99.99999% of everything that can happen on the
roads,” Martijn Tideman, director of products for TASS
International, a Siemens business, told Design News,
which covered the 2018 announcement.

Figure 5: An example of PreScan’s realistic modeling of driving scenarios, here used in radar simulation, to compare model output
versus ground truth.
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Tying it all together and testing it –
Modeling the wire harness
These sensor systems must communicate with one
another and must be connected with the rest of the
automobile’s electrical system. The systems and wires
connecting them compose what’s called the wire
harness, which adds substantial weight to a vehicle
(affecting performance and fuel efficiency).
Included in the harness are special vehicle buses that
serve as communication networks for specific subsystems such as the powertrain, sensor networks and
infotainment. Common communication networks
include the Controller Area Network (CAN), Local
Interconnect Network (LIN) and Automotive Ethernet.
E/E system design tradeoffs must be evaluated early in
the development process to help deal with complexity
and optimize the overall design. Vehicle functions are

growing more interconnected which result in added
complexity to already highly distributed networks.
Network load balancing must be considered as fault
tolerance issues grow more critical.
Needless to say, the entire harness must be built and
also tested extensively for flawless communications and
electrical connectivity. The Siemens’ autonomous vehicle development environment includes Mentor’s E/E
architecture, communication and connectivity tools –
Capital, VSA and VeSys® – that help speed the design
process, reduce product cost and improve product
quality (see Figure 6).
The Mentor tools embrace a model-based design paradigm. Capital, for example, can define system

Figure 6: Early simulation and analysis of the vehicle’s E/E architecture using tools like Capital, shown here, is key to designing an
effective and efficient electrical distribution system.
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architectures and then, using in-built metrics and
design rule checks, compare and contrast multiple
potential architectures to ensure the platform design
meets the original intent. The tool can then automatically integrate the electrical systems into a representative topological layout of that vehicle. Devices and
systems devices are automatically placed and interconnected, and the entire wiring system is automatically
generated using rules and constraints embedded by the
company into the software. The result is design tasks
that took months can now be achieved in hours or days
and, critically, the designs can be verified as they are
created. Data can be reused across vehicle programs
and in the downstream processes of manufacturing and
service. And ever more robust bi-directional, XML-based

integration with Siemens NX fosters easier collaboration
between ECAD and MCAD design teams.
The Siemens’ Autonomous vehicle development environment is enabling automotive OEM and supplier
customers to develop a digital twin of the many systems
in an automobile so they can create advanced components, systems and entire vehicles, and then test these
components and systems in software-based simulations
before moving to production. Simply put, this enables
our customers to be smarter and more efficient in
developing autonomous vehicles, and ultimately to
safely move to mass deployment of Level 4/5 vehicles
faster and ahead of the competition.
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Siemens PLM Software, a business unit of the Siemens
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the way ideas come to life, the way products are
realized, and the way products and assets in operation
are used and understood. For more information on
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